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Pesco is an ERP solution developed by Zesty Labs exclusively for companies that 
provide cleaning & pest control services. Pesco is powered by Odoo (formerly 
OpenERP), the most popular open source ERP vendor with around 2 million users 
worldwide. In order to streamline your business processes and ensure efficient 
management, Pesco has a wide range of modules which are tailored exclusively 
based on the client’s requirement, with functionalities such as preparing service 
contracts, scheduling tasks based on those service contracts, pest control 
treatment types, information of chemical usage and timesheet planning for the 
pest control & cleaning field workers. Pesco can be used as a comprehensive ERP 
system such that the business managers can get a complete bird’s eye view of the 
business from a single source. 

What is Pesco?
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Why Pesco?

In this competitive environment, 
management of data and information 
is a key aspect in a company’s success. 
In a company that provides pest 
control & cleaning services, some of 
the challenges they may face include in 
service areas such as tracking the time 
of the personnel who are engaged in a 
pest control or cleaning field work, 
maintaining different contracts for 
their services, tracking chemical usage 
in their service visits and manually 
preparing reports for internal use.

This is where Pesco comes in place, as 
it is a complete IT solution that 
provides a complete view of the 
company on your computer screen. 
With Pesco, you can track the several 
contracts your company has for 
cleaning & pest control services, 
schedule tasks and update employee 
timesheets in them; which can be used for comparing actual and budgeted hours 
of operations which will be very helpful in analyzing the profitability of a particular 
contract. 

The users can also track the type of jobs they may have - whether it is a call based 
job or a contract based job. Call based jobs will have its own independent task and 
each task will be invoiced individually, whereas a contract based job will be 
invoiced after the completion of the contract. Also in the tasks list, you can also 
provide information about certain factors such as treatment type during that 
particular visit, issues that have been noted during that visit, measures taken and 
recommendations from the technicians for the particular issue and whether it has 
been resolved in the mentioned period of time.
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Inventory Purchases

Dashboard Reports Accounting

Key 
modules
and
Features 
of Pesco

ContractsServices
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Contract creation & management

Scheduling services as per contract

Multiple services in a single contract

Service task management

Consumable (chemical usage) for each service task

Service area details & treatment types

Service reports from tasks

Timesheet management

Pesco has the following
modules:

Customer masters

Quotations & sale order creation

Leads & opportunities management

Sales activity logging

01 Services

02Contracts
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Vendor masters

Requests for quotations (RFQ)

Purchase orders

Warehouse dashboards

Multiple warehouse locations

Internal transfers

Back order management

Lots & serial number tracking

Product master management

Product categories & types

Inventory valuations

Stock aging

03 Purchases

04Inventory



To survive in a competitive environment, users have to take quick 
decisions. Thus it is necessary to have accurate information for decision 
making. Pesco - User's Dashboard responds this need and transforms 
existing data into quality information.

Dashboard allows viewing chart reports for Sales Invoice, Purchase 
details, age of the stock components, stock rotation time, evolution of 
stock, profitability products, changes of rotation debits and credits on 
customers and suppliers.
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05 Dashboard



Odoo provides clear on the business 
process workflow all throughout the 
business operation in every plant.  The 
reports used to print system documents. 
The result is usually a PDF generated by 
a selection made on the screen.

Sales reports

Purchase reports

Stock reports

Finance reports

Human resource reports
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06 Reports
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Customer invoices & receipts

Vendor bills & payments

Journal entries & vouchers

Post dated cheques (PDC) management

Analysis reports

General ledger

Financial reports: Profit & Loss account 

and Balance Sheets

Aged partner balance

In addition to these features which form the core of the software, Pesco also has 
some features which will be very useful for the flow of information through the 
business and also set access controls for each user based on their organizational 
hierarchy. Some of these features include:

User configurable dashboards

Various types of views (list, kanban, pivot, etc)

Advanced filter & group-by options

Internal discussions & chat groups

User management

Access control for different user levels

07 Accounting
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Zesty Labs (formerly ZestyBeanz) is a part of ALRAIS LABS,  with its expertise in 
Odoo (formerly OpenERP), and has direct offices in Germany, India and UAE.

The company was formed in 2009, and is the largest global listed partner for Odoo, 
having partnerships in 5 countries – Germany, UAE, Bahrain, Saudi Arabia and 
India. 

Zesty Labs has around 60 technical and functional consultants working in different 
locations around the world. With its highly experienced and collaborative team, 
Zesty Labs provides customization, consulting, training, support and maintenance 
to partners and customers in over 50 countries. It has live experiences in delivering 
customized ERP solutions based on this fastest developing Open Source ERP 
application including in the non traditional, non English European and Latin 
American markets. 

We have more interactions with the global market than anyone else, building an 
enviable understanding of business in every cultural, economic and political region 
of the world. 

About Zesty Labs



Our Clients
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UAE

Alraislabs
Corporate Head Office
20th Floor, MIllennium Plaza Building
Sheikh Zayed Rd. Dubai, UAE
Ph : +971 4333 2222
Fax : +971 4333 2332

BAHRAIN

BizTech Computers
P. O. Box 75609
Manama
Kingdom Of Bahrain
Ph : +973 17280055,  +973 17280066
Mail : mail@biztechbh.biz

INDIA

Trivandrum
Nila,Technopark

Trivandrum,Kerala India -695581
Ph : +91 471 4063254

Cochin
2987, Manikkath Cross Road

Ravipuram, Kochi-682016
Ph : +91 484 4063254

Calicut 
Alrais Towers 

St. Vincent Colony Rd. 
Asokapuram, Calicut 673006

Ph : +91 495 6999912

UAE

Oman

India

Germany

SaudiArabia

Baharin

Qatar
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